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Abstract
In this paper we investigate stiffness in micromagnetic simulations in the ODE context. We introduce some
pragmatic measures of stiffness based on the total number of time steps taken by a non stiff and a stiff method to
solve the LLG equation, and the cost of each method per time step. We present a family of micromagnetic
calculations that simulates materials with strong exchange coupling between grains, and varying crystalline
anisotropy. The simulations show a high degree of stiffness.
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1 Introduction
In this paper some comments on the issue of stiffness in micromagnetics using numerical methods for systems of ODEs are
presented. Furthermore, some pragmatic measures of stiffness in micromagnetics are introduced. In addition to this, a set of
micromagnetic simulations investigating the effect of crystalline anisotropy and exchange scale on stiffness is presented.
Finally, an attempt to provide a possible physical explanation of the phenomenon of stiffness in micromagnetics has been
made, although we anticipate the difficulty of the issue.
More specifically, Section 2 presents some comments on stiffness in micromagnetic simulations using numerical methods
for systems of ODEs. Moreover, Section 3 presents the pragmatic measures of stiffness in micromagnetics. Furthermore, in
Section 4 a set of micromagnetic simulations is presented, investigating cases with strong exchange coupling between grains.
Finally, Section 5 points out some very useful remarks on the appropriateness of numerical methods for systems of ODEs in
micromagnetics, as well as a possible explanation for the cause of stiffness.

2 Stiffness In Micromagnetics
As it has been mentioned by J.D Lambert there are many definitions of stiffness [1]. A detailed theoretical description of
stiffness can be found in numerous textbooks [1, 2, 3, 4]. We point out here that the use of non stiff methods when the problem
is stiff is inappropriate because the solution needs extremely small time steps and so it is very expensive to use them even with
recent advances in computer power. So it has to be anticipated by the micromagnetic modellers the immense importance of
using an ODE solver which is well suited to the characteristics of the system.
Moreover, although in literature in micromagnetics stiffness is widely acknowledged [5-13], there is no rigorous
investigation of the question of stiffness in micromagnetics in the ODE context. The abovementioned papers can be split in
three groups. The first group contains the work mainly done by Hayashi et al [5] and Nakatani et al [6]. Both papers
concentrate on stability issues using finite difference method and the authors correctly identify the cause of instability.
Moreover, they suggest a possible solution of the instability problem in the solution of the LLG equation with a finite
difference method. This solution is the use of implicit finite difference methods, such as the backward difference method,
which have better stability properties than the corresponding explicit ones. Moreover, they connect the problem of stiffness
with the stability problem of the numerical solution of the LLG equation. So, their work can be considered as pioneering
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because they address correctly the question of stiffness in micromagnetics solving the LLG equation with finite difference
methods. The second group [7-10] concentrates on the problem of stiff modes in the solution of the linear systems involved in
energy minimisation techniques. The physical explanation of the cause of stiff modes using energy minimisation techniques,
that is the co-operative rotation of magnetisation, is a pioneering work of Edward Della Torre and co-workers [7-10].
Finally, the last group mentions stiffness in the ODE context [11, 12, 13]. However, they did not investigate thoroughly the
subject of stiffness solving the LLG equation by a numerical method for systems of ODEs and they rather used their
experience from using different solvers to conclude that stiffness is present when the time steps used by their methods were
extremely small.

3 Pragmatic measures of stiffness
In this Section a more pragmatic way of measuring stiffness in the context of ODEs is given. A rough guide to stiffness is
based on the total number of time steps taken by a non stiff method (for example Adams) and a stiff one (for example BDF).
Then, if

nst (Adams)
>1,
nst (BDF)

(1)

we can theoretically consider the case as stiff [14]. However, this is rather academic definition because it doesn't consider the
cost per time step of the two methods. Thus, since BDF has an extra cost per step for the linear algebra involved then the total
cost for the BDF (stiff) can be bigger than the total cost of the Adams (non stiff) method. So, if BDF needs fewer time steps
than the Adams method we can theoretically say that it is stability considerations that constrain the time steps chosen and not
accuracy and so the problem is stiff [14].
However, if we look more carefully at the cost of each method, Cost(method), then we can say more accurately if the case
is stiff, or not. The Cost(method) is given by,

Cost( method ) =

(2)

cost (BDF)
.
cost (Adams)

So, then the cost per time step for the Adams methods, that is cost(Adams), is,

cost( Adams ) =

(3)

NFE (Adams)
,
nst (Adams)

and similarly the cost of the BDF methods, that is cost(BDF), is,

cost( BDF ) =

(4)

NFE (BDF)
.
nst (BDF)

If now we have that,
(5)

cost( BDF )
nst (Adams)
<
,
cost( Adams )
nst (BDF)

then the case is stiff, but if this is not the case then the problem is not stiff. However, we can relax these criteria and accept a
time step ratio bigger than 5 to consider the case stiff, a ratio between 1 to 5 as mildly stiff, and the rest cases not stiff.
Finally, an ultimate measure of the stiffness is the actual run time of the simulation with the two methods, non stiff and stiff
ones. If the stiff method takes much less time than the non stiff one then the problem is definitely stiff. However, in this paper
we did not consider the run time of the simulation mainly due to the fact that the other two measures give enough information
for the stiffness of the calculations. The approach defined in this Section is going to be employed for the measure of stiffness in
micromagnetic simulations in Section 4, since it is very difficult to calculate the eigenvalues of the problem matrix when we
have a very large number of grains. Moreover, things are more complicated with the dynamic calculation of magnetisation in
micromagnetics because the system of LLG equations can become stiff at a certain point in the calculation.

4 Measuring Stiffness in Micromagnetic Simulations
In this section we use a family of simulations from an extensive number of simulations run by the authors to show that stiffness
in the ODE context is an important phenomenon in micromagnetics which requires much attention. In addition to this, the
problems called "stiff" are too important to ignore, and are too expensive to overpower [16]. They are very important in
micromagnetics as well, because micromagnetic simulations can take an enormous amount of time to run with inappropriate
solvers and this limits the opportunity to use micromagnetics in industry. The phenomenon of stiffness appears in
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micromagnetics probably in situations where there is co-operative rotation of grains [8]. They are too expensive to overpower
because of their size and the inherent difficulty they present to classical methods [15].

4.1 Simulation Results
In this Section a set of simulations is presented. The main parameters of this set of simulations are: exchange constant (A) =
2.0e-11, crystalline anisotropy = [4.0e2, 4.0e5], and magnetisation saturation (Ms) = 9.5x105. The exchange scale parameter for
this particular set of simulations is equal to 1.0, which means high exchange interactions between grains. These interactions
will probably cause high degree of stiffness of the systems. The damping constant is equal to 1.0 and the easy axes are
randomly distributed in plane.
The error criterion used is the mixed one with absolute and relative error tolerance equal to 10-3. We used the LSODKR
code, written by P.N. Brown and A.C. Hindmarsh, with parameter mf =10 to run only with the Adams methods option, and
also LSODKR with the option mf = 22 to run the simulations with the backward differentiation formulae (BDF) methods and
the scaled GMRES method. In Table 1 the specific values for the crystalline anisotropy and maximum applied field
parameters, as well as the measures of the performance of the two methods for the simulations are presented. More
specifically, the number of function evaluations (NFEs) and total number of time steps (nst) for the simulations are given. The
micromagnetic model used was the model developed by M. Jones and J.J. Miles [16].

Table 1: Values of crystalline anisotropy and maximum applied field parameters, and NFEs and time steps (nst)
for the simulations taken by the two different solvers.

Cryst_Anisotr_1
Cryst_Anisotr_2
Cryst_Anisotr_3
Cryst_Anisotr_4
Cryst_Anisotr_5
Cryst_Anisotr_6
Cryst_Anisotr_7

Crystalline
Anisotropy
4.0 x 102
4.0 x 103
4.0 x 104
7.0 x 104
1.0 x 105
2.0 x 105
4.0 x 105

Maximum
Applied Field
2.0 x 105
2.0 x 105
2.0 x 105
2.0 x 105
5.0 x 105
6.0 x 105
7.0 x 105

LSODKR(Adams)
NFE
nst
522121
197269
508667
198491
248048
95348
247472
95062
259857
99485
265587
103207
253642
98762

LSODKR(BDF)
NFE
nst
708
145
1496
549
3862
2245
5575
3441
6541
3401
20202
8182
25600
11484

The hysteresis loops were produced by the two methods, LSODKR(Adams) and LSODKR(BDF), for all cases (Table 2).
Note that the value of the maximum applied field was 2.0x105 for Cryst_Anisotr_1/2/3/4 and 5.0x105, 6.0x105, and 7.0x105 for
Cryst_Anisotr_5, Cryst_Anisotr_6, and Cryst_Anisotr_7 (Table 1). The results for NFEs with LSODKR(Adams) vary with the
various values of the crystalline anisotropy. More specifically, for the case Cryst_Anisotr_1 we have a large number of
function evaluations (NFEs=522121), and then a very small decrease to 508667 for crystalline anisotropy equal to 4.0x103.
Then the number of NFEs decreases dramatically to 248048 (crystalline anisotropy = 4.0x104), and then decreases further to
247472 (crystalline anisotropy = 7.0x104). With crystalline anisotropy equal to 1.0x105, we have a very small increase to
259857 and then a small increase again (NFEs=265587, crystalline anisotropy = 2.0x105) followed by a small decrease
(NFEs=253642) for the case of crystalline anisotropy equal to 4.0x105. The last three cases are possibly affected by the change
in the value of the maximum applied field. From Table 1 we can observe that the NFEs for the LSODKR(Adams) is extremely
large for Cryst_Anisotr_1. Moreover, in comparison with the low value of the NFEs for the LSODKR(BDF) we can assume
that this should be a very stiff case. We will return to this point when we will discuss the ratios of time steps and the ratio of
the cost of each method per time step. The value of NFEs using the LSODKR(BDF) method is monotonically increasing for
Cryst_Anisotr_1 to Cryst_Anisotr_7 from 708 to 25600. The behaviour of the parameter nst for LSODKR(Adams) and
LSODKR(BDF) is similar to that of the corresponding NFEs (Table 1).
In Table 2 the ratios for the time steps taken by LSODKR(Adams) and LSODKR(BDF) methods are given. These values
are plotted in Figure 1 in red. For the first two cases, that is Cryst_Anisotr_1/2, we can conclude even observing only the ratios
of the time steps that they are extremely stiff cases. It is impossible for the cost per step of the LSODKR(BDF) method to be as
high as it requires to compensate this very large ratio of the time steps. In fact, from Table 3 which gives the values of the
measures cost(method) for LSODKR(Adams) and LSODKR(BDF), we can see a very small increase into the cost per step for
the BDF method to 4.88 for the case Cryst_Anisotr_1. However, this increase is very small to compensate the high ratio of the
time steps, and so the BDF method is the more efficient method.
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Table 2: Ratio of time steps, and values of cost(method) for LSODKR(Adams) and LSODKR(BDF) methods.

nst (Adams)
nst (BDF)
Cryst_Anisotr_1
Cryst_Anisotr_2
Cryst_Anisotr_3
Cryst_Anisotr_4
Cryst_Anisotr_5
Cryst_Anisotr_6
Cryst_Anisotr_7

197269 / 145 = 1360.48
198491 / 549 = 361.55
95348 / 2245 = 42.47
95062 / 3441 = 27.63
99485 / 3401 = 29.25
103207 / 8182 = 12.61
98762 / 11484 = 8.60

cost (Adams) =

NFE (Adams)
NFE (BDF)
cost (BDF) =
nst (Adams)
nst (BDF)

522121 / 197269 = 2.65
508667 / 198491 = 2.56
248048 / 95348 = 2.60
247472 / 95062 = 2.60
259857 / 99485 = 2.61
265587 / 103207 = 2.57
253642 / 98762 = 2.57

708 / 145 = 4.88
1496 / 549 = 2.72
3862 / 2245 = 1.72
5575 / 3441 = 1.62
6541 / 3401 = 1.92
20202 / 8182 = 2.47
25600 / 11484 = 2.23

Moreover, in Table 3 the values of the cost of method parameter, Cost(method), as it is defined in Section 3 is presented.
The values of Cost(method) are plotted in Figure 1 in colour against the corresponding value of crystalline anisotropy. From
Table 3 we can see that except for the first two cases the cost per step is higher for the Adams (non stiff) method. For the first
case the value of Cost(method) is 1.84 which is very small to cover the difference in the number of the time steps between the
two methods. In the second case (Cryst_Anisotr_2) is just 1.06, which means that the two methods have the same almost cost
per time step.

Table 3: Cost of method, Cost(method), as a fraction of the cost per step of LSODKR(BDF)
and LSODKR(Adams) methods.

Cost (method) =
Cryst_Anisotr_1
Cryst_Anisotr_2
Cryst_Anisotr_3
Cryst_Anisotr_4
Cryst_Anisotr_5
Cryst_Anisotr_6
Cryst_Anisotr_7

cost (BDF)
cost (Adams)

4.88 / 2.65 = 1.84
2.72 / 2.56 = 1.06
1.72 / 2.60 = 0.66
1.62 / 2.60 = 0.62
1.92 / 2.61 = 0.74
2.47 / 2.57 = 0.96
2.23 / 2.57 = 0.87

In Figure 1 the time step ratios, as well as the Cost(method) ratios are plotted for the simulations against the values of
crystalline anisotropy used. We can see in Figure 1 that for all the values of crystalline anisotropy the cases are stiff, since the
ratio of time steps is larger than the value of Cost(method). This means that the non stiff method takes much more time steps
than the stiff method (Table 1). Moreover, the cost of the stiff method is not higher than the cost of the non stiff method, so
stiff methods (like BDF) should be used in such cases. Furthermore, it is not advisable to use a non stiff method in cases such
as this set of micromagnetic simulations because the speed of the simulation will be extremely slow and the performance of the
micromagnetic calculation very inefficient.
The hysteresis loops for the case of Cryst_Anisotr_1 (extremely stiff) can be seen in Figure 2 produced by the two
methods. The hysteresis loops are so similar that it is very difficult to distinguish them. This family of simulations simulates
relatively low coercivity materials with high remanence.

5 Conclusions
To summarise the results of this paper we can say that measuring the stiffness of the system of equations representing the
dynamic behaviour of the motion of magnetisation is of immense importance in micromagnetics as has already been explained
in Section 2. For measuring the stiffness in micromagnetics we suggest to use a non stiff method, such as Adams, to run the
micromagnetic calculations and then to use a stiff method, such as BDF, to do so [17]. Then using the measures that we
introduced in Section 3 it can be decided if the case is stiff, mildly stiff, or non-stiff. This approach ensures that the appropriate
method will be used. We believe that the simulations presented in this paper provide the necessary justification of the need for
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stiff methods when the system of equations is stiff. Otherwise, employing non stiff methods in such cases causes the speed of
the simulation to be extremely slow.

Figure 1: Stiffness ratios vs. Crystalline Anisotropy.

An important question is what causes stiffness in micromagnetics. In Section 2 we mentioned that E. Della Torre and coworkers explain the cause of stiff modes in micromagnetics during the energy minimisation techniques and the relationship
between these methods and dynamic methods was shown in [7-10]. E. Della Tore mentions that the mode of magnetisation
change where all the magnetisations of grains rotate by an equal amount is referred to as a stiff mode [8]. Moreover, he adds
that the stiff modes in micromagnetics are the ones that involve the co-operative rotation of the magnetisation of many grains
[8]. In addition to this, we can conclude that micromagnetic calculations for materials with no or weak exchange interactions
lead to a lower degree of stiffness [19]. In fact, when the exchange scale is zero only the particular case with crystalline
anisotropy equal to 4.0x103 is stiff [19]. This particular case has zero exchange field and low crystalline anisotropy, so maybe
magnetostatic interactions dominate the behaviour of the system and thus we have probably a higher degree of co-operative
rotation of the magnetisation of grains for this particular case.
Simulations with higher value of the exchange scale parameter (=0.5), which means higher value for the exchange field and
so stronger exchange interactions between grains were investigated also in [19]. These strong interactions between neighbour
grains maybe determine the rate of the magnetisation rotation. It has been shown in [19] that low values of crystalline
anisotropy lead to very stiff systems, then values of crystalline anisotropy equal to 2.0x103, 4.0x103 and 2.0x104 to cases that
are not stiff, and finally higher values of the crystalline anisotropy also give rise to stiff systems.
Finally, the simulations presented in this paper illustrate a very stiff case, especially for Cryst_Anisotr_1 and
Cryst_Anisotr_2. The value of the exchange scale is equal to 1.0, which means that the exchange field has high value, and thus
strong exchange interactions exist between grains. The curve of the ratio of time steps is a smooth one for these simulations.
As we increase the value of the crystalline anisotropy the degree of stiffness decreases. So it seems that here we have a reverse
proportional relationship of the ratio of time steps and the value of the crystalline anisotropy. These simulations can validate
the claim that systems with strong exchange coupling are stiff because they have a higher degree of co-operative rotation of the
magnetisation of the grains [17, 8].
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Figure 2: Hysteresis loops produced by the three methods.
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